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REASONING ABILITY 

Q.1.  Choose the correct alternatives from given ones that will complete the series. 

 FDS, JHW, NLA,? 

  (1)  QND   (2)  RPE  (3)  ROD   (4)  SOF   (5)  None of these 

Q.2. Read the following information carefully and give the answer of the following questions-  

 In a family there are two married couples, two daughters, three sons and two brothers. Rohan is the son of Soni who is daughter of Rajeev and 

wife of Lucky. Riya is grand daughter of Rajeev. Pyare is the son of Toni and husband of Reema who is grand  daughter - in - law of Sanjeev. 

Sanjeev and Rajeev are real brothers.  

 How is Pyare related to Sanjeev? 

 (1)  Son   (2)  Grandson   (3)  Son - in- law  (4)  Data inadequate  (5)  Uncle  

Q.3.   Read the following information carefully and give the answer of the following questions- 

  Mr. 'X' starts to walk 9 km towards south then he turns to his left and walks12 km. Again he turns to north and walks 3 km.Finally he turns to 

south - east and walks 5 km. 

 What is the distance between starting point and second turn ?  

   (1)  17 km.   (2)  6 km.  (3)  15 km.  (4)  24 km.  (5)  None of these  

Q.4.  Read the following information carefully and give the answer of the following questions-  

 In a family there are two married couples, two daughters, three sons and two brothers. Rohan is the son of Soni who is daughter of Rajeev and 

wife of Lucky. Riya is grand daughter of Rajeev. Pyare is the son of Toni and husband of Reema who is grand  daughter - in - law of Sanjeev. 

Sanjeev and Rajeev are real brothers.  

 How is Lucky related to Reema? 

  (1)  Father  (2)  Brother  (3)  Father - in - law  (4)  Son  (5)  None of these  

Q.5.  Read the following information carefully and give the answer of the following questions-  

 In a family there are two married couples, two daughters, three sons and two brothers. Rohan is the son of Soni who is daughter of Rajeev and 

wife of Lucky. Riya is grand daughter of Rajeev. Pyare is the son of Toni and husband of Reema who is grand  daughter - in - law of Sanjeev. 

Sanjeev and Rajeev are real brothers.  

 How is Toni related to Rajeev?  

 (1)  Father  (2)  Uncle  (3)  Father-in-law   (4)  Nephew  (5)  None of these  

 Q.6.  Read the following information carefully and give the answer of the following questions- 

  Mr. 'X' starts to walk 9 km towards south then he turns to his left and walks12 km. Again he turns to north and walks 3 km.Finally he turns to 

south - east and walks 5 km. 

 What is the direction of starting point from end point ?  

  (1)  West  (2)  North-West  (3)  North  (4)  Data inadequate  (5)  None of these  

Q.7.  In a certain coding language 

 How Many Lecture is written as KPLT, PKTL, LTKP 

 Every Lecture Is Useful is written as GTHS, LTKP, TGHS, HSGT 

 Many Study Daily is written as TSHG, PKTL, TKLP 

 Study Useful Things is written as JQKP, TSHG, HSGT  

 Daily Two Lecture is written as KPJQ, LTKP, TKLP 

 What will be code for many ? 

  (1)  KPLT  (2)  PKTL  (3)  LTKP  (4)  HSGT  (5)  TSHG  

Q.8. In a certain coding language 

 How Many Lecture is written as KPLT, PKTL, LTKP 

 Every Lecture Is Useful is written as GTHS, LTKP, TGHS, HSGT 

 Many Study Daily is written as TSHG, PKTL, TKLP 

 Study Useful Things is written as JQKP, TSHG, HSGT  

 Daily Two Lecture is written as KPJQ, LTKP, TKLP 

 What is code of Every ? 



 

 

 (1)  GTHS  (2)  KPLT  (3)  PKTL  (4)  TSHG  (5)  JQKP  

Q.9.  In a certain coding language 

 How Many Lecture is written as KPLT, PKTL, LTKP 

 Every Lecture Is Useful is written as GTHS, LTKP, TGHS, HSGT 

 Many Study Daily is written as TSHG, PKTL, TKLP 

 Study Useful Things is written as JQKP, TSHG, HSGT  

 Daily Two Lecture is written as KPJQ, LTKP, TKLP 

 What is code of Is ? 

  (1)  TGHS  (2)  GTHS  (3)  KPLT  (4)  Either I or II   (5)  Either I or III  

Q.10.  In a certain coding language 

 How Many Lecture is written as KPLT, PKTL, LTKP 

 Every Lecture Is Useful is written as GTHS, LTKP, TGHS, HSGT 

 Many Study Daily is written as TSHG, PKTL, TKLP 

 Study Useful Things is written as JQKP, TSHG, HSGT  

 Daily Two Lecture is written as KPJQ, LTKP, TKLP 

 What is code of Study Daily ? 

  (1)  TKLP, TSHG  (2)  TSHG, GTHS  (3)  TKLP, GTHS  (4)  JQKP, TKLP  (5)  None of these  

Q.11. The question given below contain two statements giving certain data. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements are 

sufficient for answering the question ? Mark answer - 

 Among P, T, J, F and L, who scored the highest? 

 I.     P scored less than J and F. 

 II.   T scored more than F but less than L. 

 III.  J has not scored the highest. 

  (1)  Only I and II   (2)  Only I and III  (3)  Only II and either I or III  

 (4)  Only I and either II or III (5)  All I, II and III    

Q.12. The question given below contains two statements giving certain data. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements are 

sufficient for answering the question ? Mark answer - 

 Among five friends P, Q, R, S and T who is the tallest? 

 (I)  P who is taller than Q and R but not T. 

 (II)  T is smaller than S. 

  (1)  If statement I alone is sufficient but statement II alone is not sufficient.  

 (2)  If statement II alone is sufficient but statement I alone is not sufficient.   

  (3)  If each statement alone (either I or II) is sufficient.  

 (4)  If statement I and II together are not sufficient.  

 (5)  If both statements together are sufficient, but neither of the statements alone is sufficient.  

Q.13. A is 5km east of B , F is 8km north of A , D is 4km east of F , E is 12km south of D , K is 7km east of E and J is 4km north of K ? 

 A is in which direction with respect to D ? 

  (1)  North  (2)  South  (3)  North-East  (4)  South - west  (5)  South - East  

Q.14.  A is 5km east of B , F is 8km north of A , D is 4km east of F , E is 12km south of D , K is 7km east of E and J is 4km north of K ? 

 How far is J with respect to B? 

  (1)  15 KM  (2)  17 KM  (3)  14 KM  (4)  5 KM   (5)  None of these   

Q.15.  A is 5km east of B , F is 8km north of A , D is 4km east of F , E is 12km south of D , K is 7km east of E and J is 4km north of K ? 

 If a person wants to travel from B to J then how much total distance he has to travel ? 

  (1)  26km  (2)  36km  (3)  40km  (4)  41km  (5)  39 km  

Q.16-20. Study the following information to answer the given questions. 

 Six trains are schedule in six different days for six different cities. Six different trains are Lucknow mail, Marudhar exp, Prusotum exp, 

Farraka exp, Sampark Karanti, Bramputra exp. Six different days starting from Monday and Ending on Saturday and six different cities are 

New delhi, Lucknow, Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru and Kanpur. 



 

 

 Train Marudhar exp is going on Thursday. Lucknow mail does not runs on friday and goes to Lucknow. Farraka exp is going to Bengaluru 

and Samprak Karnati is going on Saturday. Mumbai city will go on Wednesday. New delhi will not go by Pursotum and Sampark 

Kranti.Pursotum exp immediately after Lucknow mail but not on Wednesday.Kanpur will go on Saturday.  

 Q.16  Which combination is true for day and train? 

  (1)  Prusotum Exp - Monday  (2)  Lucknow Mail - Thursday  (3)  Bramputra Exp - Wednesday        

 (4)  Farraka Exp - Monday  (5)  None of these  

Q.17  Choose the correct combination of train, days and city ? 

 (1)  Marudhar exp, Monday, New delhi   (2)  Farraka exp, Kanpur, Wednesday  

 (3)  Lucknow mail, Monday, Lucknow  (4)  Data Inadequate   

  (5)   None of these  

Q.18.  Marudhar exp will go on which day? 

 (1)  Monday   (2)  Tuesday  (3)  Wednesday   (4)  Data Inadequate    (5)  None of these  

Q.19.  Which train will go on Tuesday? 

  (1)  Prusotum Exp   (2)  Lucknow Mail   (3)  Bramputra Exp    (4)  Data inadequate    (5)  None of these  

Q.20. Kanpur city will go by which train? 

  (1)  Prusotum Exp   (2)  Lucknow mail  (3)  Bramputra Exp   (4)  Data inadequate  (5)  None of these  

Q.21-25.A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are sitting in a straight line in which some of them are facing south while some are facing north. A faces north. Only 

two people sit to the right of A. B sits third to the left of A .Only one person sits between B and F. F sits to the immediate right of E. Only one 

person sits between E and H. Both the immediate neighbours of B face the same direction. C sits to the third left of F. B faces the opposite 

direction as A. G doesn't sit at any extreme ends of the line. D faces the same direction as E. Both G and C face the opposite direction of H. 

Q.21.  Find the odd one out ? 

  (1)  D  (2)  H  (3)  E  (4)  A  (5)  C  

Q.22.  Find the odd one out ? 

  (1)  D  (2)  B  (3)  F  (4)  G  (5)  C  

Q.23.  Who is seated third to te right of E ? 

  (1)  A  (2)  B  (3)  G  (4)  D  (5)  C  

Q.24.  Who is seated second to the right of F ? 

  (1)  E  (2)  A  (3)  B  (4)  G  (5)  C  

Q.25.  Who is seated immediate right of G? 

  (1)  B  (2)  E  (3)  F  (4)  A  (5)  C  

Q.26-30. Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below: 

 Seven peoples M, N, O, P, Q, R and S have their birthday's on seven different months. Starting from February, March, April , June, September, 

October and November. They like different-different flowers. Rose, Jasmine, Lily, Marigold, Dafodile, Sunflower and Orchid but not  

necessarily in the same order. 

 R's birthday is on that month which has more than 30 days in a month. Only one person is between R and the one who like Rose. S and O 

celebrate their birthday after the one who like rose. S birthday is immediately before the birthday of O. The one who like lily flower celebrates 

his birthday in the month which has less than 30 days. The one who like lily and the one who like Orchid has only three person between them. 

Only two person are between S and the one who like Marigold. P's birthday is immediately after the birthday of the one who like Marigold. 

Only two person celebrate their birthday between P and Q. M's birthday is immediately before the one who like Jasmine flowers. O does not 

like Sunflower. 

 Q.26.  In which month S birthday is? 

  (1)  Cannot be determined  (2)  October   (3)  March  

  (4)  April    (5)  September  

Q.27.  Which flower does O like? 

  (1)  Rose  (2)  Jasmine  (3)  Marigold  (4)  Dafodile  (5)  Orchid  

Q.28.  How many persons birthday is celebrated between Q and M? 

  (1)  None  (2)  One  (3)  Three  (4)  Two  (5)  More than three  

Q.29. Which one of the following shows that the persons who celebrated their birthday on April and November. 

  (1)  N, M  (2)  Q, M  (3)  Q, O  (4)  N, O  (5)  N, S  

Q.30. If lily is related to April and Marigold is related to September then to which Orchid is related? 



 

 

  (1)  February  (2)  November  (3)  June  (4)  March  (5)  October  

Q.31-35.Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

 There are eight floors in a building number 1 to 8. A,B,C,D,E,F,G and H lives different floors but not necessary in same order. 

 1. There are three floors between A and B and two floors between H and C. 

 2. A and C does not live odd number floor. 

 3. H lives above C and B. 

 4. There are two floors between F and D. 

 5. F does not live below B. 

 6. G does not live on first floor. 

 7. Position of all the members are fixed. 

 8. A lives on top floor. 

Q.31  Who lives on first floor? 

  (1)  F  (2)  B  (3)  C  (4)  G  (5)  E    

Q.32  How many floors are between A and H. 

  (1)  3  (2)  4  (3)  5  (4)  2  (5)  6  

Q.33  Which of the following combination is correct? 

  (1)  E=2  (2)  B=7  (3)  H=6  (4)  C=2   (5)  G=3  

Q.34  Which of the following combination is not correct? 

  (1)  1=E  (2)  3=D   (3)  4=B  (4)  7=H  (5)  2=C  

Q.35.  Who lives on top floor? 

  (1)  F  (2)  A  (3)  G  (4)  C  (5)  D  

ANSWER KEY 

Q.1.(2)  Q.2.(2) Q.3.(3) Q.4.(5) Q.5.(4) Q.6.(2) Q.7.(2) Q.8.(1) Q.9.(4) Q.10.(1)  

Q.11.(5)  Q.12.(5)  Q.13.(4  Q.14.(5)  Q.15.(3)  Q.16.(3)  Q.17.(3)  Q.18.(5)  Q.19.(1)  Q.20.(5)  

Q.21.(5)  Q.22.(1)  Q.23.(3)  Q.24.(3)  Q.25.(4)  Q.26.(2)  Q.27.(4)  Q.28.(3)  Q.29.(4)  Q.30.(2)  

Q.31.(5)  Q.32.(4)  Q.33.(4)  Q.34.(4)  Q.35.(2)  
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